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Abstract
Inthispaper,weconsidertheroleofthecrossoveroperatoringeneticalgorithms.Speciﬁcally,westudyoptimisationproblemsthat
exhibit many local optima and consider how crossover affects the rate at which the population breaks the symmetry of the problem.
As an example of such a problem, we consider the subset sum problem. In doing so, we demonstrate a previously unobserved
phenomenon, whereby the genetic algorithm with crossover exhibits a critical mutation rate, at which its performance sharply
diverges from that of the genetic algorithm without crossover. At this critical mutation rate, the genetic algorithm with crossover
exhibits a rapid increase in population diversity. We calculate the details of this phenomenon on a simple instance of the subset sum
problem and show that it is a classic phase transition between ordered and disordered populations. Finally, we show that this critical
mutation rate corresponds to the transition between the genetic algorithm accelerating or preventing symmetry breaking and that
the critical mutation rate represents an optimum in terms of the balance of exploration and exploitation within the algorithm.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Despite the popularity of the genetic algorithm as a generic stochastic search algorithm for real-world optimisation
problems, the role that crossover plays in these algorithms is still poorly understood. This lack of understanding, means
that there is little guidance as to when the genetic algorithm with crossover should be used to good effect, nor how the
numerous parameters of the algorithm should be set.
However, recent work has suggested that a critical factor in the performance of population-based optimisation
algorithms, is how they break the symmetry of the optimisation problem; hard optimisation problems typically exhibit
a search space divided into many regions containing local optima and symmetry breaking is said to occur when the
algorithm focuses prematurely on a particular region of that search space [3,6]. This symmetry breaking is typically a
stochastic effect due to the ﬁnite size of the population and the result is that the algorithm fails to effectively search the
entire problem space.
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This analysis raises some key questions regarding the crossover operator used in the genetic algorithm. Whilst
solutions from different regions of the search space may exhibit similar ﬁtness, their chromosomes or genotypes may
be very different. In the genetic algorithm without crossover, these different genotypes can happily co-exist within the
population. However, the crossover operator acts to combine population members together and thus, when it combines
two solutions from different regions of the search space, the offspring produced may be very different from either
parent. The effect on the algorithm appears to depend on the fate of these offspring. If the offspring typically have very
poor ﬁtness, they will be removed from the population by selection. This creates an indirect selection pressure where
it is preferential to have a genotype similar to that of other individuals within the population, and, in turn, symmetry
breaking is accelerated. Conversely, if the offspring have similar ﬁtness values to their parents, they are maintained
within the population and the diversity of the population prevents symmetry breaking. Thus, in order to understand the
role of crossover in the genetic algorithm, it is necessary to understand the effect that crossover has in accelerating or
preventing this symmetry breaking.
Thus, as a ﬁrst step toward this goal, we consider the dynamics of a genetic algorithm solving the subset sum
problem. We choose this problem as it presents exactly the type of symmetry described above and rather than being
a toy problem, is a real NP-hard optimisation problem [2]. It also has the advantage that it has been the subject of
theoretical analysis and it has been shown to be possible to analytically describe the dynamics of a genetic algorithm
solving this problem [9]. The results of the analysis are such that we can generalise from this example to other problem
instances.
Againstthisbackground,weinitiallydemonstratethenovelresultthatthegeneticalgorithmwithcrossoverexhibitsa
critical mutation rate at which the equilibrium state of the algorithm sharply diverges from that of the genetic algorithm
without crossover and there is a rapid increase in population diversity. This critical mutation rate is different from the
error threshold observed in Eigen’s quasi-species model of evolution [1], since it is only apparent within the genetic
algorithm with crossover, and whilst the diversity of the population changes, its mean behaviour is unaffected. We
show this with experimental results from a standard genetic algorithm subject to single point crossover, mutation and
tournament selection solving a real instance of the subset sum problem.
In order to calculate the details of this phenomenon, we consider a simpler instance of the subset sum problem
and solve the dynamics of a genetic algorithm on this problem. We show that in the limit of an inﬁnite population
and complete crossover, the observed critical mutation rate is a classic thermodynamic phase transition between
ordered and disordered populations. We show that this phase transition corresponds to the transition point between
the crossover operator either accelerating or preventing spontaneous symmetry breaking within the population of the
genetic algorithm.
Finally,wereturntotherealinstanceofthesubsetsumproblemtoconsiderthewiderimplicationsoftheseresults.We
show that in the subset sum problem, this critical mutation rate represents an optimum mutation rate. At this mutation
rate, exploration and exploitation forces are in balance and the algorithm effectively searches the entire search space.
The novel result gives a key insight into the setting of the various parameters of the genetic algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents some related work in this area. Section 3
introduces the subset sum problem and describes the experimental results for a genetic algorithm attempting to solve
this problem. In Section 4 we solve the dynamics of the genetic algorithm on the subset sum problem and show that
the critical mutation rate is a phase transition between ordered and disordered states. Finally in Section 5 we discuss
the broader implications of this result and conclude.
2. Related work
Much of the progress in understanding the role of the various operators and parameters of the genetic algorithm has
stemmed from work modelling the dynamics of the genetic algorithm on a number of simple problem instances. Whilst
the problems investigated by different researchers have generally been similar (e.g. onemax), there are, in general, two
approaches to actually perform the modelling. One approach, pioneered by Vose and collaborators, uses a microscopic
leveldescriptionofthepopulation,andmodelstheevolutionofthepopulationasaMarkovprocess[14,4].Analternative
approach, models the population with a small number of macroscopic variables and uses techniques from statistical
physics to model the evolution of these variables when the population is subject to selection, mutation and crossover
[7,12]. In this paper, we adopt the later approach, as by making two key simplifying assumptions to both the problem
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a single macroscopic variable—the correlation of the population. The ability to actually solve the model, rather than
simply numerically calculate the dynamics of the genetic algorithm, allows us to understand the origin of the critical
mutation rate that we observe in the experiments.
The existence of this critical mutation rate was ﬁrst published by one of the authors in the context of biological
models of evolution and its implications for the role of sexual reproduction within these models has been explored
[10]. Although this speciﬁc phenomenon is unknown in the genetic algorithm community, superﬁcially, it appears to
be similar to the more common concept of an error threshold, introduced in the quasi-species models of evolution of
Eigen[1].Thesemodelsinvolvepopulationsevolvingsubjecttojustselectionandmutation.Speciﬁcally,theyconsider
a very specialised problem instance in which there is a single genotype, the ‘master sequence’, which has a ﬁtness
advantage over all other genotypes. The error threshold in the Eigen model results from the observation that whilst
selection is preferentially reproducing the ‘master sequence’, mutation is acting to disrupt it.
In the computer science literature, Eigen’s model is often called the ‘needle-in-a-haystack’ problem and it has
been the subject of some investigation. Typically this work has extended the model and introduced ﬁnite populations
and crossover [5,16,15]. Whilst these results are interesting and important, the ‘needle-in-a-haystack’ problem is not
really representative of real optimisation problems. Critically, there is no gradient information to guide an optimisation
algorithm, and thus the error threshold is simply due to mutation disrupting previously found optimal genotypes faster
than selection can reproduce them. As such, it provides little insight into the role of the crossover operator in real-world
problems. The mechanism by which the phase transition and critical mutation rate arise in our problem instance is
very different. It is a general phenomenon arising from the symmetry of the problem space and thus has much wider
application for understanding real genetic algorithms and real optimisation problems.
3. The subset sum problem
The subset sum problem posed as an optimisation problem consists of ﬁnding a subset from a set of integer numbers
whose sum most closely matches a target value. If we consider a set of L integer numbers, J1 ...J L, and we seek to
ﬁnd a subset of these numbers whose sum most closely matches the target, T, the problem is simply described as
argmin
Xi
 
 
 
 
L  
i=1
JiXi − T
 
 
 
  where Xi ∈{ 0,1}. (1)
We can attempt to solve this using a standard genetic algorithm, by considering a population of P potential solutions.
Each solution, , has a chromosome or genotype, consisting of a binary string of L bits, X
1 ...X
L and the sum of this
solution is given by
S =
L  
i=1
JiX
i . (2)
A single generation of the genetic algorithm consists of applying tournament selection, mutation and single point
crossover. We initially select a new population of size P, by repeatedly randomly drawing two solutions from the
original population, and selecting the one whose sum is closest to the target,T. Following selection, we apply mutation
individually to each bit within this new population
X
i → 1 − X
i with probability  (3)
andﬁnally,weperformsinglepointcrossoverbetweenpairsofsolutionswithinthenewpopulation.Thenewpopulation
completely replaces the original one.
Now, if we start with an initial random population and allow the genetic algorithm to evolve for a number of
generations, we ﬁnd that whilst the individual population members are continually subject to mutation, selection and
crossover,thepopulationasawholerapidlyreachesanequilibriumstate.Atthisequilibrium,themacroscopicproperties
of the population remain ﬁxed (aside from small temporal ﬂuctuations due to the stochastic nature of the algorithm).
The macroscopic properties which we speciﬁcally study in this paper are the mean (K1) and variance (K2) of sums124 A. Rogers et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 358 (2006) 121–141
within the population
K1 =
1
P
P  
=i
S, (4)
K2 =
1
P
P  
=i
(S)2 −
 
1
P
P  
=i
S
 2
(5)
and the correlation (q) of the population—a measure of the similarity of individual genotypes within the population
q =
1
P(P − 1)
 
 =
1
L
L  
i=1
(2X
i − 1)(2X

i − 1). (6)
The correlation of a completely random population is zero, whilst a population of identical genotypes has a correlation
of one.
In Fig. 1 we show experimental results for this equilibrium, for the genetic algorithm with and without crossover. In
this case, we consider a set of 128 natural numbers (i.e. L = 128) whose values are drawn uniformly within the range
of 0–100 (i.e. Ji ∈[ 0,100]). The value of the target sum, T, is 4800 and this value represents a problem where on
average approximately 3
4 of the bits within the optimal genotype will be a one (the mean value of the numbers within
the set is 50 and thus 128 ∗ 50 ∗ 3
4 = 4800). Given a ﬁxed mutation rate, the genetic algorithm was run 100 times
using a different randomly generated problem instance, and after 1000 generations (when the population had reached
equilibrium) the mean, K1, and variance, K2, of the sums within the population and the correlation, q, of the genotypes
within the population were measured. This process was repeated for different mutation rates in the range of 0 to 2/L.
If we leave aside crossover, we can understand this equilibrium through the interaction of mutation and selection.
Selection favourably reproduces solutions that are closest to the target sum and thus moves the population toward the
target sum, increasing the mean and decreasing the variance of the population. In contrast, mutation acts to move the
population away from the target sum, toward the original random state of the population, and thus decreases the mean
and increases the variance of population. The equilibrium state is reached where these two opposing effects balance.
For the genetic algorithm without crossover, the correlation of the population does not directly affect the dynamics
of the population. However, we can understand the resulting equilibrium correlation through the above explanation.
When mutation rates are low, the equilibrium correlation is close to one, corresponding to a state in which all the
genotypes within the population are similar. As the mutation rate increases, the increasing variance implies that there
is more diversity in the population, and the correlation gradually decreases.
Clearly, for small mutation rates, the genetic algorithm with crossover and the genetic algorithm without crossover,
reach the same equilibrium and the intuitive understanding presented above explains the equilibrium. However, the
genetic algorithm with crossover exhibits a critical mutation rate where the behaviour of the two algorithms sharply
diverges. The algorithm shows a rapid increase in the equilibrium variance of the population and a corresponding
decrease in equilibrium correlation of the population.
Thissuddendivergenceinthebehaviourofthegeneticalgorithmwithandwithoutcrossoverhasnotbeenpreviously
reported. It is clearly different from the standard error threshold since its effect is only seen within the variance and
correlationofthepopulation,whilstthemeanisunaffected.Also,unlikethestandarderrorthreshold,itisdependenton
the presence of symmetry within the problem. This symmetry arises, since given any particular initial set of numbers,
there are many different subsets (and thus different genotypes) that sum to the same value, and thus have the same
ﬁtness. We can demonstrate the effect that this symmetry has by increasing the value of the target sum to its maximum
possible value. At this point, the optimum genotype consists of a one in each position (i.e. Xi = 1), and clearly there
is now only one form of this genotype. In addition, the symmetry of solutions close to the optimum is greatly reduced,
since nearly all the bits within the genotype must also be set to one. In Fig. 2 we show experimental results for this
problem, using exactly the same procedure as before. Clearly, in this case, there is no critical mutation rate at which
the equilibrium correlation and variance of the genetic algorithm with crossover sharply diverges from the genetic
algorithm without crossover.
Thus, the transition that we observe in the subset sum problem is dependent on two factors: (i) the presence of a
crossover operator that combines genotypes within the population together, and (ii) the existance of symmetry within
the problem space by which individuals with the same ﬁtness may have different genotypes. Our goal, in this paper,A. Rogers et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 358 (2006) 121–141 125
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Fig. 1. Experimental results for the mean, variance and correlation of the equilibrium population for a genetic algorithm with (solid line) and without
(dashed line) single point crossover using tournament selection to solve the subset sum problem. Population size P = 100, string length L = 128,
the individual values Ji ∈[ 0,100] and the target sum T = 4800. The measurements are made after 1000 generations and the results are averaged
over 100 runs, each with a different randomly generated problem instance.126 A. Rogers et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 358 (2006) 121–141
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Fig. 2. Experimental results for the mean, variance and correlation of the equilibrium population for a genetic algorithm with (solid line) and without
(dashed line) single point crossover using tournament selection to solve the subset sum problem where the target sum is set to its maximum possible
value. Population size P = 100, string length L = 128 and the individual values Ji ∈[ 0,100]. The measurements are made after 1000 generations
and the results are averaged over 100 runs, each with a different randomly generated problem instance.A. Rogers et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 358 (2006) 121–141 127
is to fully understand the causes behind this sudden transition, and also to understand the implications that this has on
the way in which the genetic algorithm is searching the problem space.
4. Solving the dynamics
Prügel-Bennett, Shapiro, Rattray and Rogers have modelled the dynamics of genetic algorithms on a range of simple
problem instances and we adopt this formalism here. They have shown that the dynamics of the genetic algorithm can
be well described by a few macroscopic properties of the population [7,12,8,11]. Speciﬁcally, for a genetic algorithm
without crossover, the ﬁrst four cumulants of the population distribution, K1 ...K 4, are sufﬁcient to describe the
dynamics to a high degree of accuracy. As the effect of the crossover operator is dependent on the similarity of the
genotypes being crossed, the dynamics of the genetic algorithm with crossover can also be modelled in this approach
by adopting the correlation of the population as an additional macroscopic variable [9].
Whilst this approach numerically predicts the dynamics of the genetic algorithm to a high degree of accuracy, in
general it results in a large number of coupled equations which cannot be solved analytically. In this work we go one
step further, and by making a key simplifying assumption to both the subset sum problem instance and the genetic
algorithm, we derive a single parameter model of the dynamics of the genetic algorithm with crossover. This model
uses just the correlation of the population as the order parameter. It allows us to solve the dynamics of the equilibrium
state and understand the origin of the critical mutation rate observed in the real-world example shown in Section 3.
Thus, to this end, we consider a simple instance of the subset sum problem, where all Ji = 1 and the target sum
T = L/2. We also consider a genetic algorithm with a large population and a special crossover operator whereby
bits are swapped among the entire population, rather than among pairs as is commonly the case in uniform or single
point crossover. Such a crossover operator can be implemented directly or through repeated application of a pair-wise
crossover operator [13].
Neitherassumptionchangesthecharacterofthegeneticalgorithmortheproblem,howevertheysigniﬁcantlysimplify
the analysis. The ﬁrst assumption ensures that both mutation and selection drive the population toward the target sum
and we are not required to explicitly model the mean of the population, K1. The second assumption means that after
applying the crossover operator, there is complete independence between each bit position within the genotype. This
independence is known in the biology literature as linkage equilibrium, and allows us to describe the population by
a set of L independent probabilities, pi, each describing the probability of having a one, rather than a zero, at the ith
position in the genotype [17]. The deﬁnition of correlation given in Eq. (4) can thus be re-expressed as
q =
1
L
L  
i=1
(2pi − 1)2. (7)
The variance of the population, K2, can also be expressed in terms of these probabilities
K2 =
L  
i=1
pi(1 − pi) (8)
and thus the variance of the population, after complete crossover, can be described directly in terms of the correlation
of the population
K2 =
L
4
(1 − q). (9)
Thus having applied complete crossover, the state of the population is completely described by the correlation alone.
As crossover simply mixes the existing population, it does not itself change the correlation of the population, and thus
the dynamics of the genetic algorithm are solely dependent on how correlation is affected by selection and mutation.
4.1. Mutation
Calculatingthechangeincorrelationduetomutationisrelativelystraightforward.Mutationintroducesnewdiversity
into the population and will thus decrease the correlation. If the probability of mutation is , the probability of having128 A. Rogers et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 358 (2006) 121–141
a one, rather than a zero, at the ith position after mutation, p 
i,i sg i v e nb y
p 
i =  + (1 − 2)pi. (10)
Thus, using this expression in Eq. (7), gives the correlation after mutation, q , as simply
q  = 2q where  = 1 − 2. (11)
4.2. Selection
Calculating the effect of selection is more complex than mutation. Selection acts on the ﬁtnesses of individuals, and
thus, whilst the correlation of the population is well deﬁned, in general we do not know the actual values of pi (nor
the distribution of sums) within the population. However, we can recover this information through maximum entropy
inference, and thus, we assume that all population states are equally likely and we then ﬁnd the population state that
occupies the majority of the space of possible populations. In doing so, we ﬁnd the most likely state of the population,
and we note that due to the nature of the problem which we consider here (and speciﬁcally the binomial function in the
expression for entropy in Eq. (12)), as the population size increases, the probability of ﬁnding the population in any of
the other states becomes vanishingly small.
4.2.1. Maximum entropy inference
Now, the entropy, S, of any given population state is simply the logarithm of the number of possible ways in which
the bits within the population can be arranged and thus
S = ln
L  
i=1
 
P
piP
 
. (12)
As described above, the most likely state in which we ﬁnd the population is that which occupies the majority of the
space of possible populations and thus has the maximum entropy. As an example, maximising this expression with no
constraints gives the result pi = 1
2—as expected, a completely disordered population. However, in our case, the values
of pi are constrained by both the mean and the correlation of the population. Thus, by rearranging the expression for
correlation in Eq. (7), we have the ﬁrst constraint
L  
i=1
p2
i =
L(1 + q)
4
(13)
and by assuming that the mean of the population must equal the target value at equilibrium, we have the second
constraint
L  
i=1
pi = L/2. (14)
Now, maximising the entropy expression, given in Eq. (12), over these constraints yields the expression
pi =
1 ±
√
q
2
, (15)
where pi forms two equal size classes; one with probability (1−
√
q)/2 and one with probability (1+
√
q)/2. A proof
of this result is shown in Appendix A.
This is a critical result. In an uncorrelated population where q = 0, the population is completely disordered and
the probability of having a one at any position within the genotype is 1
2 (i.e. pi = 1
2). As correlation increases, the
genes within the genotype separate into two equal-sized classes. In one class the probability of a one is (1 +
√
q)/2
and in the other class the probability of a one is (1 −
√
q)/2. Which genes belong to which class will depend on the
initial conditions and on chance ﬂuctuations caused by the stochastic operators. There is thus a spontaneous symmetry
breaking where the genes are assigned to one or other class. If we were to run the genetic algorithm a second time, we
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This symmetry breaking has consequences for which genotypes occur within the population. In the uncorrelated
population, all the target genotypes (i.e. those genotypes which sum to the target sum) are equally represented within
the population. However, when spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs, one form of genotype is arbitrarily selected,
and begins to dominate the other forms. In the completely correlated population where q = 1, the population consists
solely of P identical copies of this particular genotype. Again, if we were to run the genetic algorithm a second time,
we are likely to end up with a totally different ﬁnal population.
4.2.2. Calculating the effect of selection
Havingsolvedforthevaluesofpi withinthepopulation,theactualdistributionofsumscanbefound,andsubsequently
the effect of selection calculated. Now, since in our simple instance of a subset sum problem all Ji = 1, we do not need
to consider the actual value of the sums within the population, but need only consider the probability of a population
member having n ones within its genotype. This we denote as P(S= n).
Now, selection simply changes the prevalence within the population of individuals with each of the L + 1 possible
values of n. Thus the effect of selection is simply to apply a weighting, W(S = n), such that the value of P(S = n)
after selection, P (S = n), is simply
P (S = n) = W(S = n)P(S = n). (16)
However, what we really need to calculate is the value of pi after selection, p 
i. To do so, we must consider the
probability that any particular individual with n ones in its genotype also has a one at the ith position, P(S= n & Xi =
1), and simply sum this expression over all values of n, weighted by the appropriate weighting, W(S = n),t og i v e
p 
i =
L  
n=0
W(S = n)P(S = n & Xi = 1). (17)
Now, the values of P(S = n), W(S = n) and P(S = n & Xi = 1) can be calculated given our knowledge of pi
derived from the maximum entropy inference (i.e. that it forms two equal size classes; one with probability (1−
√
q)/2
and one with probability (1 +
√
q)/2). In Appendix B we present the full details of performing these calculations.
Finally, having calculated, p 
i, we can simply use Eq. (7), to calculate the correlation after selection
q  = (2p 
i − 1)2. (18)
Thus, to summarise, given the initial correlation of the population, we are able to calculate the values of pi within
the population using maximum entropy inference. Using this result, we can calculate the distribution of sums within
the population and thus calculate the value of pi after selection. Finally, we can use this result to derive the correlation
after selection. In general, this process results in complex expressions that we solve numerically, however, the case
when L = 2 is special and results in a simple analytical expression (see Appendix C for more details).
4.3. Equilibrium
Now,havingcalculatedtheeffectofbothselectionandmutationonthecorrelationofthepopulation,theequilibrium
stateisfoundwhentheincreaseincorrelationduetoselectionisbalancedbythedecreaseincorrelationduetomutation
(thus leaving correlation unchanged after both operators). Solving this equilibrium graphically clearly illustrates the
existence of a classic phase transition between ordered and disordered states. In particular, Fig. 3 shows the correlation
after both selection and mutation (calculated as described here), plotted against the initial correlation, at four different
mutation rates. For small mutation rates, there is clearly a stable equilibrium solution near to q = 1. However, as the
mutation rate increases, a critical value is exceeded where there are no equilibrium solutions other than q = 0, the
completely disordered state (i.e. the correlation curve does not intersect the line x = y other than at the point x = 0).
Fig. 4 shows this equilibrium correlation for a range of values of L from 2 to 32. Note that, in general, since the
curves that describe the correlation after both selection and mutation (shown in Fig. 3) are not convex, the correlation
is discontinuous at the critical mutation rate (i.e. a ﬁrst order phase transition). In addition, note that the position of the
critical mutation rate varies linearly with L (i.e. it is ﬁxed at 0.32×L). The exception to this is the case when L = 2.As
discussed earlier, the expression for the correlation after selection has a simple analytical form and results in a convex
curve (see Appendix C for full details of this expression and the calculation of the equilibrium correlation). Thus, in the130 A. Rogers et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 358 (2006) 121–141
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Fig. 3. Calculated results showing the graphical solution for equilibrium correlation at four different mutation rates  = 0, 1/4L,1 /2L and 3/4L.
For this example, we choose a small variable problem (L = 8) as the curvature of the curves is more pronounced, making the ﬁgure clearer to see.
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Fig. 4. Calculated results showing the equilibrium correlation for the genetic algorithm with crossover with binary string lengths over a range from
L = 2 to 32.
case that L = 2, the correlation is continuous across the critical mutation rate, but the rate of change is discontinuous
(i.e. a second order phase transition).
Now, when using tournament selection, the selection strength can be described by a parameter, s, that determines
the probability with which the ﬁtter individual of the two is selected (otherwise a random choice is made). In Fig. 5A. Rogers et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 358 (2006) 121–141 131
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Fig. 5. Calculated results showing the equilibrium correlation for the genetic algorithm with crossover for selection strengths from s = 0.2 to 1.0
(in all cases L = 8).
the equilibrium correlation is shown for a range of different selection strengths (and L = 8). As shown, as selection
strength decreases, the critical mutation rate occurs at a lower mutation rate (this dependence is shown analytically
for the special case when L = 2, in Appendix C). However, the form of the phase transition, and the discontinuity in
correlation when L>2, is unchanged.
Having found the equilibrium correlation, the equilibrium variance can be simply found through the relationship
described in Eq. (9). Fig. 6 shows the theoretical equilibrium variance and correlation plotted against experimental
results for genetic algorithms with and without crossover. The theoretical results for genetic algorithm with crossover
are calculated as described here. For the genetic algorithm, without crossover, the equilibrium state can be found by
the direct effect of selection and mutation on the population distribution (see Appendix D for full details). We have
assumedalargepopulationandthusthereisasmalldiscrepancybetweenthecalculatedvaluesandexperimentalresults
for the genetic algorithm with crossover, close to the critical mutation rate, due to ﬁnite population effects. However,
the theoretical results clearly accurately describe the experimental results. The change in population variance is very
marked in this example, due to the large population and the complete crossover operator. However, we see the same
rapid increase in population variance and a divergence between the behaviour of the two algorithms. We know that the
increase in population variance is driven by a rapid decrease in the correlation of the population, and thus the diversity
of the population increases rapidly at the critical mutation rate.
4.4. Discussion
Solvingfortheequilibriumcorrelationofthepopulation,clearlydemonstratestheexistenceofaclassicphasetransi-
tion.However,itdoesnottellthewholestory.Implicitinthecalculationoftheeffectthatselectionhasoncorrelation,is
thefactthatthephasetransitionandthedivergenceofbehaviourofthetwoalgorithmsresultsfromtheproblemspaceal-
lowingsolutionswithdifferentgenotypestoexhibitthesameﬁtnessvalue(i.e.inthecaseofthesubsetsumproblem,any
particularsumcanbeexpressedbyanumberofdifferentsubsets).Itisthisfeaturethatdifferentiatesthisphasetransition
fromthestandarderrorthreshold.Infact,thisconditionisextremelycommoninoptimisationproblems.Forexample,in132 A. Rogers et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 358 (2006) 121–141
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Fig. 6. Comparison of calculated and experimental results for the equilibrium correlation and variance of the genetic algorithm with (solid line) and
without (dashed line) crossover. Population size P = 10,000, the length of the binary string L = 8, and experimental results are averaged over 100
runs.
graph-colouringandMAXSATproblems,manydifferentsolutionscangiverisetothesamenumberofcolourclashesor
false clauses.
The effect of this symmetry is that crossover introduces a form of indirect selection. If we consider two solutions
whosesumsareclosetothetargetsum,andweapplyanyformofcrossoveroperatortothesetwo,theresultingoffspringA. Rogers et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 358 (2006) 121–141 133
are more likely to have sums close to their parents (and thus close to the target sum), if the two parents have similar
genotypes.Thus,inthegeneticalgorithmwithcrossover,thereisanadditionalindirectselectionpressurewhichfavours
genotypes which are similar to other genotypes within the population. The result is that the population is driven toward
a correlated population where one genotype dominates all others, and the symmetry of the problem is broken. The
choice of which genotype is present in the ﬁnal equilibrium population is arbitrary and depends on the initial condition
of the population and random effects due to the stochastic nature of the selection operator.
However, this condition only holds whilst the mutation rate is low. New mutations are continually being introduced
into the solutions and the crossover operator is acting to mix those mutations among the different solutions within the
population. When the population is highly correlated, with a mean value close to the target sum, the most likely effect
of this mutation and crossover, is to generate solutions further from the target value. These solutions are subsequently
removed from the population by selection and equilibrium is restored. As the mutation rate increases however, there
is an increasing likelihood that rather than generating a solution further from the target sum, crossover and mutation
will result in a symmetric genotype equally close to the target value. Selection cannot remove these mutations from
the population and in the subsequent generation, crossover acts on these mutations to increase the variance of the
population further. At this point, the process repeats and the variance of the population runs away. The result is the
completely uncorrelated population predicted by the calculations and observed in the experiments.
5. Conclusions
Thephasetransitiondescribedintheprevioussection,indicatesthatthecrossoveroperatorhasasigniﬁcanteffecton
thedynamicsofthegeneticalgorithm.Thedynamics,inturn,affectthewayinwhichthealgorithmsearchestheproblem
space. The critical mutation rate represents a threshold at which crossover is either accelerating symmetry breaking by
applyinganindirectselectionwhichfavourssimilargenotypeswithinthepopulation,orpreventingsymmetrybreaking
by rapidly mixing new mutations within the population. The analysis in Section 4 shows that this is not a gradual
transition, but is actually a discontinuous phase transition.
Whilst the analysis has dealt with a speciﬁc simple instance of the subset sum problem. It is clear that the same
phenomenonispresentintheexperimentalresultspresentedinSection3.Weseethesamerapidreductionincorrelation
and a corresponding increase in population variance. However, due to the small population size, the less effective
crossover operator and the fact that the target sum is located away from the centre of problem space, the size of the
variance increase is much reduced.
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Fig. 8. Experimental results for the number of target solutions found after 1000 generation of a genetic algorithm with and without single point
crossover. The default setting is population size P = 100, string length L = 128, and target sum T = 4800. In (a) we vary the population size and
compare values of P = 50,100 and 200, in (b) we vary the string length and compare values of L = 64, 128 and 256 (also adjusting the value of
the target sum to keep its position relative to the range of all possible sums constant) and, in (c) we vary just the value of the target sum and compare
values of T = 4000, 4800 and 5600. In all cases the individual values Ji ∈[ 0,100] and the results are averaged over 100 runs, each with a different
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Having made this observation, it is natural to consider how the genetic algorithm is searching the problem space.
To do so, we consider the number of different solutions for the target sum that the genetic algorithm has found after
a ﬁxed number of generations (i.e. there is no single solution to the subset sum problem as the target sum may be
expressed by many different subsets and we investigate how many different solutions that the algorithm has found).
This measure reﬂects the balance of exploitation and exploration within the algorithm. A genetic algorithm which over
exploits previous solutions, will rapidly converge to the ﬁrst target solution found and will thus ﬁnd very few further
solutions. Conversely, a genetic algorithm that explores too much, will not utilise solutions which have already been
found to be close to the target sum and will thus also ﬁnd few target solution.
Fig. 7 shows experimental results for this measure, when applied to the original subset sum problem presented in
Section 3 (i.e. the population size P = 100, the string length L = 128, the individual values Ji ∈[ 0,100] and the
target sum T = 4800). The ﬁgure clearly show that the genetic algorithm with crossover outperforms the genetic
algorithm without crossover. Most importantly, it shows that an optimum in terms of the balance between exploitation
and exploration, is achieved close to the critical mutation rate. In comparison with Fig. 1, the peak in the number of
target solutions found coincides with the point at which the variance and the correlation are changing most rapidly (we
have labelled the critical mutation rate as the point at which the behaviour of the genetic algorithm with crossover ﬁrst
diverges from that of the genetic algorithm without crossover). At this point, the genetic algorithm is able to exploit
previously found solutions but also explores the full search space of the problem.
In order to demonstrate that this effect is not dependent on the other parameters of the problem, in Fig. 8 we show the
same analysis but in each case we systematically vary one parameter. Thus, in Fig. 8a we use three different population
sizes (i.e. P = 50,100 and 200). In Fig. 8b we use three different string lengths (i.e. L = 64,128 and 256) whilst
we also simultaneously adjusting the target sum value to T = 2400,4800 and 9600, respectively (thus we adjust the
length of the string, but attempt to maintain the same degree of problem hardness by keeping the relative position of
the target sum, within the range of all possible sums, constant). Finally, in Fig. 8c, we use three different values of
target sum (i.e. T = 4000,4800 and 5600, representing problems in which on average 5
8, 3
4 and 7
8 of the bits within the
optimum genotype must be set to one). In each case, despite the changing parameters of the problem, the peak in the
number of target solutions found remains close to the location of the critical mutation rate observed earlier. The only
small departure from this occurs with decreasing population size, where, as we expect, the increase in ﬁnite population
effects moves the critical mutation rate to higher values.
Whilst the results presented here are based on the analysis of the subset sum problem, the phenomenon which we
observe is very general; all that is required is a genetic algorithm with some form of crossover operator and a problem
with symmetry such that many possible genotypes map to a single ﬁtness value. Now, such symmetry is common in
optimisation problems, and for example, occurs in both graph-colouring and MAXSAT problems. In addition, both
these problems have been the subject of extensive research that has related the hardness of typical problem instances
with the particular problem parameters settings (i.e. the average connectivity of the graph for graph colouring and the
ratio of clauses to variables in the MAXSAT problem). Thus, as future work we would like to explore how both the
hardness and the symmetry of the problem affect the behaviour and existence of the phase transition that we have
observed here. Our goal in this work is to better understand how the genetic algorithm is searching these problems, and
thus gain insights into how they should best be used on other real-world optimisation problems.
Appendix A. Maximum entropy inference
As discussed in Section 4.2, in order to ﬁnd the probability distribution of the population, we must know the actual
distribution of pi—the probability of having a one rather than a zero at the ith position in the genotypes—within the
population. To do so, we use maximum entropy inference to ﬁnd the most likely distribution. The entropy, S, is simply
the logarithm of the number of possible ways in which the bits within the population can be arranged and thus
S = ln
L  
i=1
 
P
piP
 
. (A.1)
This term must be maximised, under the constraint imposed by the mean value of the population
L  
i=1
pi =
L
2
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and the correlation of the population
L  
i=1
p2
i =
L(1 + q)
4
. (A.3)
In Section 4.2, we presented the result that maximising the entropy over these constraints yields the expression
pi =
1 ±
√
q
2
, (A.4)
where pi forms two equal size classes; one with probability (1 −
√
q)/2 and one with probability (1 +
√
q)/2.
Proof. We initially deﬁne
f(p i) = ln
 
P
piP
 
(A.5)
and thus we seek to maximise
S =
L  
i=1
f(p i). (A.6)
To reduce the symmetry in the problem, we deﬁne a new variable
xi =
 
pi − 1
2
 2
(A.7)
and deﬁne the function
g(xi) = ln
 
P  √
xi + 1
2
 
P
 
. (A.8)
From these two expressions, it follows that if pi > 1
2, then
√
xi = pi − 1
2 and thus g(xi) = ln
 
P
Ppi
 
= f(p i).
Similarly,ifpi < 1
2 then
√
xi = 1
2 −pi andg(xi) = ln
 
P
(1−pi)P
 
= ln
 
P
piP
 
= f(p i).Nowfromthetwoconstraints,
we have
1
L
L  
i=1
xi =
1
L
L  
i=1
 
pi −
1
2
 2
=
1
L
L  
i=1
 
p2
i − pi +
1
4
 
=
q
4
. (A.9)
Since xi0 and
 
xi is a constant, it follows from the assumption that g(x) is a concave function (see below for a
proof of this condition) and Jensen’s inequality that
1
L
L  
i=1
g(xi)g
 
1
L
L  
i=1
xi
 
, (A.10)
where equality hold when all xi are the same i.e. xi = x = q/4. But we have shown g(xi) = f(p i) so
SLg
 q
4
 
. (A.11)
Thus, the maximum value of S occurs when the equality holds (i.e. when all the values of xi are the same). This
occurs when xi =
 
pi − 1
2
 2
= q/4, and thus
pi =
1 ±
√
q
2
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TocomplywiththeconstraintgiveninEq.(A.2),thegenotypemustseparateintotwoequal-sizedclasses;onewhere
the probability is given by (1 −
√
q)/2 and one where it is (1 +
√
q)/2. 
Proposition 1. The function g(x) = ln
 
P
(
√
x+1
2)P
 
is a concave function.
Proof. To prove g(x) is concave we use the Weierstrass formula for the Gamma function which can be written as
ln(z + 1) =− z +
∞  
k=1
 z
k
− ln
 
1 +
z
k
  
. (A.13)
The logarithm of the binomial coefﬁcient can be written
ln
 
N
n
 
=ln(N + 1) − ln(n + 1) − ln(N − n + 1)
=
∞  
k=1
 
ln
 
1 +
n
k
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1 +
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k
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1 +
N
k
  
. (A.14)
We have g(x) = ln
 
P
P(
√
x+1
2)
 
and thus
g(x) =
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k=1
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⎣ln
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P
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k
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P
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⎤
⎦. (A.15)
Differentiating this gives
g (x) =
∞  
k=1
−P2
k2 + kP + P2/4 − P2x
. (A.16)
Differentiating again gives
g  (x) =
∞  
k=1
−P4
(k2 + kP + P2/4 − P2x)2 (A.17)
which is convergent for all x>0. Since every term in the sum is strictly negative, we can conclude that g  (x) < 0 and
thus g(x) is concave as required. 
Appendix B. Calculating the effect of selection on correlation
As described in Section 4, we use maximum entropy inference to calculate the values of pi within the population,
and then calculate the effect of selection by considering the ﬁtness of the individuals within the population. More
speciﬁcally, we consider the probability of a population member having n ones within its genotype to be P(S = n),
and we calculate the weighting, W(S = n), which is applied through selection.
Now,withtournamentselection,thisweightingiscomplexsinceitisdependentonthecomparisonoftwoindividuals
drawn from the population. In our simple subset sum instance, the target value is L/2, and thus the ﬁrst individual
is selected if it is equally close or closer to L/2 than the second individual, and the second individual is selected if
it is closer to L/2 than the ﬁrst. Thus, if we denote P (S = n) as the probability that S = n after selection, and we
initially consider the case that n<L / 2, we can calculate P (S = n) by considering the probability of these two events
occurring
P (S = n)=P(S= n)
 
n  
m=0
P(S= m) +
L  
m=L−n
P(S= m)
 
+P(S= n)
 
n−1  
m=0
P(S= m) +
L  
m=L−n+1
P(S= m)
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Fig. B.1. Diagram indicating the distribution of individuals with ﬁtnesses (a) equal or less than those with S = n, and (b) less than those with S = n.
These two summations over P(S = n) are shown as the shaded areas in Fig. B.1 and they can be re-expressed in
order to simplify the expression
P (S = n) = P(S= n)
 
1 −
L−n−1  
m=n+1
P(S= m)
 
+ P(S= n)
 
1 −
L−n  
m=n
P(S= m)
 
. (B.2)
Then, by expressing P (S = n) as the product of the initial value of P(S= n) and the weighting factor W(S = n),w e
can combine the two bracketed expressions and give the weighting factor as
W(S = n) =
 
2 −
L−n  
m=n
P(S= m) −
L−n−1  
m=n+1
P(S= m)
 
. (B.3)
Finally, noting that this expression must be symmetrical about L/2, and thus W(L/2 − k) = W(L/2 + k),w ec a n
derive the ﬁnal result
W(S = n) =
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
2 −
L−n  
m=n
P(S= m) −
L−n−1  
m=n+1
P(S= m), n < L/2,
2 − P(S= n), n = L/2,
2 −
n  
m=L−n
P(S= m) −
n−1  
m=L−n+1
P(S= m), n > L/2.
(B.4)
In addition, it is common to implement a selection strength parameter, s, that varies between 0 and 1. In this case,
when the two individuals are compared, the ﬁtter individual is selected with probability s, otherwise a random choice
is made. We can thus express the weighting in terms of this parameter
W(S = n) = (1 − s)+
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
s
 
2 −
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L−n−1  
m=n+1
P(S= m)
 
, n<L / 2,
s[2 − P(S= n)],n = L/2,
s
 
2 −
n  
m=L−n
P(S= m) −
n−1  
m=L−n+1
P(S= m)
 
, n>L / 2
(B.5)
noting that when s = 1 we have the same result as before, and when s = 0, then W(S = n) = 1 and the population is
unchanged by selection.
We are now left with the calculation of the two probabilities P(S = n) and P(S = n & Xi = 1). These can
be derived by considering the genotype of length L divided into two halves, each of length of L/2. As discussed in
Section 4.2 and shown in detail in Appendix A, at equilibrium pi = (1 ±
√
q)/2. Thus, in one half of the genotypeA. Rogers et al. / Theoretical Computer Science 358 (2006) 121–141 139
P(Xi = 1) = (1+
√
q)/2 and in the other P(Xi = 1) = (1−
√
q)/2. Thus, if S = n and there are m ones in one half
of the genotype, there must be n−m ones in the other half. Thus, the probability P(S= n) is given by summing over
all possible values of m and calculating the probability of each event. The result is
P(S= n) =
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which simpliﬁes to
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. (B.6)
The second probability, P(S = n & Xi = 1), is simply derived by ﬁxing one position of the genotype to be a one
rather than a zero. Now, for there to be a total of n ones in the genotype, there must be an additional m−1 ones in that
half and, as before, n − m in the other half. This results in the expression
P(S= n & Xi = 1) =
⎧
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which simpliﬁes to
P(S= n & Xi = 1) =
min(L/2,n)  
m=max(1,n−L/2)
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Appendix C. Special case when L = 2
Now, when L = 2 the equilibrium has a simple analytical form. Thus, using Eq. (B.6) gives
P(S= 0)=
1 − q
4
,
P(S= 1)=
1 + q
2
,
P(S= 2)=
1 − q
4
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Likewise, using Eq. (B.7) gives
P(S= 0&X1 = 1)=0,
P(S= 1&X1 = 1)=
 
1 +
√
q
2
 2
,
P(S= 2&X1 = 1)=
1 − q
4
. (C.2)
Finally, using the results in Eq. (C.1) in Eq. (B.4) gives the weightings
W(S = 0)=(1 − s)+ s
 
1 − q
2
 
,
W(S = 1)=(1 − s)+ s
 
3 − q
2
 
,
W(S = 2)=(1 − s)+ s
 
1 − q
2
 
, (C.3)
where s is the selection strength. Applying these expression in Eq. (17) and then Eq. (18), yields a simple expression
for the correlation after selection
q  =
q
4
(sq − s − 2)2 . (C.4)
Now, the equilibrium correlation is found by equating the correlation after both selection and mutation with the
initial correlation
q =
q
4
(1 − 2)2 (sq − s − 2)2 (C.5)
and solving to give
q = 1 +
2
s
 
1 −
1
1 − 2
 
. (C.6)
Thus, when L = 2, as the mutation rate increases, the equilibrium correlation decreases continuously to zero (with
a discontinuity in the rate of decrease when q = 0). The critical mutation rate which the correlation equals zero, ∗,i s
given by
∗ =
s
2(2 + s)
. (C.7)
Appendix D. Calculating the equilibrium state of the genetic algorithm without crossover
Inordertocalculatetheequilibriumstateofthegeneticalgorithmwithoutcrossover,weagainconsidertheprobability
distribution of solutions within the population and directly calculate the effect that selection and mutation have on this
distribution. As in our simple instance of a subset sum problem, all Ji = 1, we need not consider the actual sum of a
population member but only the number of ones within its genotype. Thus, we consider the probability of a population
member having n ones within its genotype to be P(S= n), and the effect of selection, is then to simply to weight some
values of n over others. Thus the probability distribution after selection, P (S = n),i sg i v e nb y
P (S = n) = W(S = n)P(S = n), (D.1)
where W(S = n) is the weighting of the selection scheme, described in Appendix B and shown in Eq. (B.4).
To calculate the effect of mutation, we initially consider the probability of a population member having m ones
within its genotype, P(S= m). We then sum over all the possible mutations that would result in this individual ending
with n ones within its genotype. The probability distribution after mutation, P (S = n), is thus given by
P (S = n) =
L  
m=0
P(S= m)
min(m,L−n)  
l=max(0,m−n)
 
m
l
  
L − m
n − m + l
 
n−m+2l(1 − )L+m−n−2l, (D.2)
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These two expressions are too complex, to enable us to solve directly for the equilibrium probability distribu-
tion. Rather, we calculate the equilibrium distribution by numerically iterating these equations for a sufﬁcient num-
ber of generations. Once an equilibrium distribution has been found, the mean (K1) and variance (K2) are simply
calculated by
K1 =
L  
n=0
nP(S = n), (D.3)
K2 =
L  
n=0
n2P(S= n) −
  L  
n=0
nP(S = n)
 2
. (D.4)
The results of this calculation are compared against experimental results in Fig. 6. Our calculation has assumed that
selection and mutation are deterministic (i.e. we have assumed a large population and ignored any stochastic effects).
When the population size is small, we expect some deviation from this result due to ﬁnite population effects. However,
the agreement displayed in the comparison with experimental results is very good.
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